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Power & Biopolitics
‘Set of mechanisms through which the basic biological features of the
human species became the object of a political strategy, of a general
strategy of power’ (Foucault 1977/78)
Emerged: 18th and early 19th century, and then consolidated during the
1970s.
• Foucault theorising: sovereign power, disciplinary power and
biopower (or biopolitics)

Sovereign power: right to kill, subtract life or
to let live

Tortured, disembowelled, charred and hacked
bodies of humans and sometimes of cats.

Disciplinary power

Biopolitics (Foucault)
-

The hysterical woman
The masturbating child
The Malthusian couple
The perverse adult

Governing at a distance
Internet and Social networks
• A Foucauldian perspective on the Internet and Social networks: a new
dispositif of power taking the social as its object and the network as its
form? (Terranova 2015)
• Increasingly: (our acceptance of) increasing surveillance - the whole of the
Internet is treated as one big network that needs to be policed
• Network: critical analysis by (Goede 2012):
‘ the network is problematic as a security technique because it has the
ability endlessly to generate investigative leads and because, ultimately, it
has no outside. Security actions pursued through network calculations
allow the pursuit of suspects increasingly further removed from acts of
violence, loosely affiliated with plots and without clear causal roles in
violent effects. Through weak ties and distant connections, there is no
natural outside to the network, and it may render entire communities
suspect’

Human Trafficking and the Internet/Online
• EU Strategy towards the Eradication of Trafficking in Human Beings
2012–2016 - concerned with ‘the recruitment of victims of trafficking
in human beings and advertising of their services on the internet” (EC
2012:10)
• UK National Crime Agency (2014): the use of ‘online dating, social
media sites, and advertising of jobs on the internet to recruit victims’
• The above two claims: absence of reliable and verifiable evidence
• Despite the absence of evidence and relatively small scale - strategic
insertion of the ‘Internet’: a new phase in a largely inept and
crime/border-centred European anti-trafficking regime

Human Trafficking and the Internet/Online
• Fundamentally changes the nature of spatial relationships between human
trafficking, criminals, “victims”, citizens and governments.
• Creates new structures of governance, power and control, and new ways of
securitisation and biopolitical administration of life.
• Omnipresent “threat” of online trafficking: “victims” can be bought on the
internet, and “criminals” are ready to take advantage of our vulnerabilities,
kidnap and sell us into “modern day slavery”, or sell “modern day slaves” or
“cyber slaves” to us.
• A formerly passive online user, whose online movements and
communications are recorded by ISPs and intercepted on a routine basis by
security agencies (Lyon 2015), is now “continuously encouraged to speak
up” as she becomes immersed in “open” online networks that are
increasingly regulated at both technical and political levels (Trottier 2014).

Human Trafficking: not exceptional, not a
one-off ’deviant behaviour’
• THB: ‘…a human activity, a human thing, cultural in nature and the product
of the social order in which we live at any particular historical moment. In
other words it involves the everyday lived experiences and practices of all
members of society’ Presdee (2004:276)
• THB represented as everyday yet intangible threat: focussing on
individualised transaction between a ‘victim’ and a ‘criminal’ - failure to
analyse broader systemic issues around exploitation, inequality and the
Internet.
• The question should be not why there are exploitative positions advertised
on the internet but why they are attractive to a reserve army of labour
”made docile by insecure employment and the permanent threat of
unemployment” Bourdieu (1998:98)

Internet - not ‘ethereal’ space where THB
happens
• Need to challenge conceptions of the internet as an ethereal cyberspace
through which trafficking takes place
• Need more nuanced and grounded ways of understanding how different
online spaces mediate engagements with and between crime, sex,
exploitation, and other aspects of everyday life
• Computing power and technology: increasing at a record pace however it is
not a liberation from the logistical constraints of the physical world
• Exploitation and “modern slavery” are nothing new, and the internet is
providing new tools to facilitate and challenge them rather than opening
up possibilities that are separate from longer-standing practices.

Why bother?
• Materialising (rather than etherialising) the Internet: Important!
• If THB is ethereal and everywhere:
• “victims” and perpetrators are close to our everyday life
• a type of governance develops where citizens are expected to selfregulate their engagement with such risks
• the “rescue industry” can now move beyond a focus on abuse in
particular locales in order to find “victims” and abusers who are
always everywhere

In Conclusion
• Online networks - changing how trafficking is organised + create new risks
and problems
• However: a fear focused on a “modern slavery” or “cyber slavery” that is
somehow always everywhere is not a helpful response
• Associated securitisation (more control, more surveillance): changes
everyday life in harmful ways + not likely to be an effective response to
trafficking or exploitation.
• Meaningful anti-trafficking action cannot just be about challenging
individual “deviance” or about states seeking new ways to control target
populations. Instead, what is needed is a much broader challenge to the
systems and the everyday practices through which exploitation takes place.

Further details
• Mendel, J., and Sharapov, K. (2016) Human Trafficking and Online
Networks: Policy, Analysis, and Ignorance. Antipode, 48: 665–684.
doi: 10.1111/anti.12213.
• Sharapov, K. and Mendel, J. (2018) Trafficking in Human Beings: Made
and Cut to Measure? Anti-trafficking docufictions and the production
of anti-trafficking truths. Cultural
Sociology http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/10.1177/1749975518788
657
• Forthcoming article on Anti-trafficking apps!
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